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ABSTRACT

In this paper we explore use of a new rate-distortion met-

ric for optimizing real-time Internet video streaming with the

transmission control protocol (TCP). The basic idea is to com-

bat packet delays caused by TCP retransmissions that are es-

sentially interpreted as errors by the streaming application.

To this aim, we develop an analytical model of the expected

video distortion at the decoder with respect to the expected

latency for TCP packets, the channel state, and the error con-

cealment method at the receiver. This metric is exploited

with the design of a new algorithm for rate-distortion op-

timized encoding mode selection for video streaming with

TCP (RDOMS-TCP). Real-time video streaming experiments

show considerable improvement in PSNR in the range of 2 db

over currently proposed TCP-based streaming mechanisms.

1. INTRODUCTION

In today’s Internet the TCP protocol that dominates the exist-

ing traffic, is considered unsuitable for video streaming appli-

cations while its counterpart UDP is usually the protocol of

choice. The main reasons for TCP’s unusability, are the rapid

throughput fluctuations and the reliability mechanism which

incurs additional delays for a video bitstream [1]. Despite

these problems, the majority of commercial IP-based video

streaming systems unexpectedly so employ TCP for trans-

port layer services of encoded video content. In addition,

the widespread use of TCP has stimulated research for the

development of new mechanisms that facilitate video stream-

ing with TCP. For example in [2], the authors evaluate mul-

timedia streaming with TCP, and conclude that buffering at

the client can handle the retransmission delays and the con-

gestion control induced throughput variations of TCP. An-

other well known approach reported in [3], attempts to pro-

vide an approximate CBR channel to the streaming flow that

is using TCP, through prioritization over other flows at the

last mile connection of the receiver. We must also report a

new receiver-driven technique for video streaming, that intro-

duced the idea of receiver-based delay control (RDC) [4], in

which receivers delay TCP acknowledgments based on feed-

back from routers. The most recent work we are aware of, has

been reported at [5] in which the authors present an analytical

video streaming model for TCP.

In summary, one common characteristic of the aforemen-

tioned mechanisms is that they consider modifications and en-

hancements to TCP or the infrastructure, while they ignore

the nature of the content which is a video bitstream. Meth-

ods that do consider the nature of video data are source cod-

ing network adaptive algorithms [1]. For example an inter-

esting approach is rate-distortion optimization (RDO), which

is based on the tradeoffs between quality and bitstream size.

Other approaches use RD metrics in order to select the opti-

mal encoding mode at the sender [6, 7]. The authors estimate

the end-to-end video distortion for several streaming scenar-

ios and propose heuristics or selecting the optimal encoding

mode that minimizes the receiver distortion. Several more so-

phisticated algorithms have been developed since then.
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Fig. 1. Proposed media streaming architecture based on TCP.

While all above RD-based algorithms are fairly sophisti-

cated, they ignore one important parameter which is the be-

havior of the transport protocol. Therefore, two are the goals

that we set to achieve with this paper: 1) Derive analytically

the expected distortion for a video bistream at the decoder

when TCP is used for transport, and 2) select optimal encod-

ing mode for each individual macroblock at the encoder.
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2. THE REAL-TIME STREAMING SYSTEM

Figure 1 depicts a simplified block diagram of the end-to-end

real-time video streaming system. According to this figure

the sender uses an H.263++ real-time encoder that generates

the bitstream which is placed in the encoder buffer. Rate con-

trol is applied at the encoder according to the TMN8 model,

while the TCP protocol is polled in order to obtain the in-

stantaneous available channel rate Rc. While video playback

starts, the server continues to send new data to the end of

the client playback buffer, while the decoder keeps consum-

ing the data available at the start of the buffer. The network

is assumed to generate packet loss according to a two-state

Markov chain (the Gilbert-Elliot path model).

While the above sequence of events is typical a client-

server type of streaming application, a set of extra steps are

performed by our system. Throughout the streaming session,

the streaming server estimates in real-time the end-to-end dis-

tortion, as a function of the distortion of the individual mac-

roblocks, the expected end-to-end latency, the error conceal-

ment at the decoder, and the state of the transport channel.

Performing this task timely and accurately, is one of the pri-

mary concerns of this work. According to the algorithm that

we will present, the real-time encoder selects an optimal en-

coding mode for each individual macroblock based on the RD

metric that will be calculated.

2.1. TCP Latency

A latency model is needed since we want to explore the rate

constraint imposed by the TCP dynamics. Essentially we

want to isolate those packets that will violate their playback

deadlines and can therefore be characterized as lost for the

decoder. This statement can be formally written as follows:

PD = P{ts + L ≥ td} = 1 − P{L < ∆t}

= 1 −
∫ +∞

0

FL(∆t − y)fL(y)dy (1)

where ts is the time instant the packet was sent while td is

the playback deadline for this packet. The interesting point

here is that because of the TCP’s retransmission mechanism

we can assume without loosing generality, that after three re-

transmissions lost packets will be received with probability

1 at the receiver. But these packets will be probably late for

their playback as Eq. 1 shows. This means that for TCP, we

want essentially to find only one quantity and this the proba-

bility of delayed packets.

Instead of re-inventing the wheel, we use a well known

latency model for TCP-Reno where the effect of TCP’s slow

start and congestion avoidance phases is taken into consider-

ation [8]. The total latency to transfer a chunk of d bytes is

given as:

E[d] = E(THS)+E(TSS)+E(Tloss)+E(Tdelack)+E(TCA)

Here, E(THS) represents the latency of the three-way hand-

shake, E(TSS) is the expected time spent is slow start, E(Tloss)
is the expected time until the first loss, E(Tdelack) is the ex-

pected latency due to the delayed acknowledgements, and fi-

nally E(TCA) denotes the expected time spent in congestion

avoidance. With the help of the last equation, we can calcu-

late Eq. 1, since we assume that no playback buffering is used

making thus the value ∆t constant.

To model the delivery of packets at the decoder, we adopt

a two-state Markov chain where the two states are good and

delayed. If we want to capture the probability to transition

from one state to another after n sent IP packets, we can re-

write the state transition matrix as:

An =
(

πn
DD πn

DR

πn
RD πn

RR

)
(2)

where the notation πxy , symbolizes the transition from state

x to y. The transition probabilities are calculated using max-

imum likelihood estimators. Fore example, π̂RD = nRD

nR
,

where nRD is the number of times that a packet was classi-

fied as D following a packet classified as R, and nDR is the

opposite. Note that for the receiver, it is relatively easy to

identify and classify a packet into one of the three aforemen-

tioned states, since it has knowledge of whether the packet

was delayed or not. Therefore, the probability for a packet

to be delayed (i.e lost) after n packets were sent, and were

received, is equal to: PD = πRD

πRD+πDR

3. EXPECTED DECODER DISTORTION

Let us know calculate the accurate per pixel distortion at the

decoder, and see how can we use the result that we derived

in the previous section. Let Mn
i be the coded macroblock at

location i of frame n, and let also Mn
i ∈ Xk symbolize the

fact that a coded macroblock is contained in network TCP/IP

packet Xk. Let also f denote the pixel value at the encoder,

and f̃ the reconstructed value at the decoder, and f̂ the en-

coder estimation of the reconstructed pixel value at the de-

coder. If we denote as ηn
i as the TCP packet that contains MB

Mn
i , and as K the number of packets that packetize the first

I frame of the series, then the value ηn
i − K − 1, will give

the number of state transitions (Eq. 2) that happened until we

reach packet ηn
i . Therefore, the probabilities for Mn

i to be

received will be given as P̃
(i,n)
R = π

ηn
i −K−1

RR , while the prob-

ability to be delayed by P̃
(i,n)
D = π

ηn
i −K−1

RL . Essentially, this

means that the probability to receive Mn
i correctly, equals to

the probability of receiving successively ηn
i − K − 1 packets.

We also want to be able to account for a simple error-

concealment method that is employed at the decoder, which

substitutes the lost Mn
i with Mn−1

i . Therefore we have to

calculate the probabilities that Mn
i was delayed given that

Mn−1
i was received (P̃RD), and the event that were both de-
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layed (P̃DD). For P̃RD we have:

P̃RD =

{
0 if n = 0

π
(ηn−1

i −K+1)
RR π

(ηn
i −ηn−1

i )
RD if n > 0

(3)

The above equations can be interpreted as follows: The prob-

ability to loose Mn
i , precisely after a successful MB delivery

is given as the probability of receiving the Mn−1
i correctly

with probability π
(ηn−1

i −K+1)
RR , times the probability to have

another chain of RRRRL... events which depends on the id
of the packets used for Mn

i and Mn−1
i , and their relative dis-

tance (ηn
i − ηn−1

i ) in the network packet.

The next step is the calculation of the expected value of a

reconstructed pixel at the receiver. The following two equa-

tions show the expected pixel values for intra-coded and inter-

coded macroblocks respectively:

E[f̂n
ij ] = π̃

(i,n)
R f̃n

ij + π̂
(i,n)
RD f̂n−1

ij + π̃
(i,n)
DD f̂n

ml

E[f̂n
ij ] = π̃

(i,n)
R (ẽn

ij + f̃n−1
uv ) + π̃

(i,n)
RD f̂n−1

ij + π̃
(i,n)
DD f̂n

ml

The pixel value, will be equal to the reconstructed value at

the encoder times the probability to receive the MB correctly

π̃
(i,n)
R f̃n

ij , plus the probability to loose this MB and so use the

reconstructed value of the same pixel of the previous frame

E[f̂n−1
ij ] (error concealment is used). We have to add the

probability that both the previous and the current MB are lost

and another pixel from the current frame (E[f̂n−1
ml ]) is used.

The same logic is used for the second equation with the one

difference that the value the IDCT residue (ẽn
ij) must added to

the reconstructed pixel values.

After calculating the expected pixel values, the distortion

will be given as the mean absolute differences (MAD) of the

pixel values in frame n, for either Intra (I) or Inter (IR) coded

MBs:

MAD(Mn
i ) =

∑256
j=1 |fn

ij − E[f̂n
ij ]|

256
(4)

3.1. Encoding Mode Selection

The question that rises now is how to utilize this analytical

model of the expected decoder distortion. What we claim

is that the more accurate distortion estimate at the encoder,

can lead to a better allocation of the available channel rate

through selection of the encoding mode of each individual

macroblock. Even though this principle has been demon-

strated before [6], in this paper we are the first to consider the

effect of a transport protocol in the behavior of the real-time

encoder. During the streaming session, one of the first tasks of

the encoder is to allocate a bit budget to the next frame wait-

ing to be encoded. This task called rate control, is performed

by a simple algorithm in H.263. Our task is to allocate the bit

budget per frame to each of the macroblocks that are about

to be encoded, by selecting an intra or predictive encoding

mode.

To formalize this problem, consider a group of m mac-

roblocks that belong to frame n, i.e. Φn = (Mn, ....,Mn
m).

Also consider the encoding vector for these macroblocks Θn =
(θn, ...., θn

m), where θ ∈ {intra, inter}. If there is a number

of F frames waiting to be encoded, with Φ = (f, ...., fF ) ,

the objective is to:

min E[D(Φ, Θ)] such that R(Φ) ≤ Rc (5)

Rc is the current rate constraint imposed by TCP. The ex-

pected distortion for a macroblock s ∈ (1...m), that belongs

to frame n will be D[Mn
s ] = MAD(Mn

s ), that was derived in

Eq. 4. Now, the objective of the Lagrangian relaxation prob-

lem we define, is to select the optimal vector θ∗ so that the

overall distortion is minimized. The Lagrangian optimization

problem is therefore formally defined for all the macroblocks

up to be encoded:

min
mn∑
i=1

Jk =
mn∑
i=1

E[D(Φ, Θ)] + λ
mn∑
i=1

R (6)

The selection of the optimal Lagrange multiplier λ, can be

selected using several alternatives. We followed the same ap-

proach as in [7], in order to simplify comparison. So for a

frame n this parameter is set as:

λn =
2Bn + (g − Bn)
Bn + (g − Bn)

λn−1 (7)

where Bn denotes the current occupancy of the encoder buffer.

4. EXPERIMENTS

For the experiments in this paper we used a client server con-

figuration Both the sender and the receiver are linux boxes

while the middlebox is a freeBSD machine that acts as a router.

The Dummynet software was used in the middlebox in or-

der to emulate various link configurations in terms of packet

loss rate, bandwidth and delay. The QCIF FOREMAN and

AKIYO sequences, were used for real-time encoding with

H.263 encoder at various bitrates for the streaming experi-

ments. The video units were packetized into RTP packets and

the sent to TCP. Due to the short duration of the sequences

(150 frames), they were repeated and fed as input to the en-

coder. The capacity of the bottleneck link between the two

routers is set to 250Kbps and delay at 10ms . The results

were obtained by running the same scenario 100 times and

averaging the PSNR values of the same experiments.

Figure 2 illustrates the main benefit of our algorithm. It

depicts PSNR at the decoder as a function of the frame num-

ber. When we used the RD adaptive algorithm ROPE, that

does not consider TCP, a more generous encoding rate was

produced leading to a slightly higher PSNR when no packet

loss takes place. While frame number 60 was being encoded,
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packet drops were caused by congestion, and TCP retrans-

missions followed. In this case with RDOMS-TCP, the short-

term future latency is expected to be high (due to congestion)

even if no packet loss is observed, increasing thus the proba-

bility of delayed packets. However, with TCP-ROPE the al-

gorithm considers the bad channel state but for few dropped

packets (we use TCP). Therefore the encoder does not scale

the quantizer as much as it should do based on the expected

latency but simply tries to match the available TCP rate. How-

ever, this results into more delayed packets for the subsequent

frames which means low decoded PSNR.

Figure 3 presents PSNR as a function of the channel packet

loss probability for real-time target encoding rate of 256Kbps

and 64Kbps respectively. We compare our results with a mech-

anism that implements an RD optimal mode selection policy

for streaming with UDP [7], and the methodology reported

at [3], that also considers streaming with TCP. We see that

when the target bitrate was 256Kbps, the RDOMS/UDP ap-

proach outperforms both the other two. However, the benefit

of the proposed RDOMS algorithm, come into place when

TCP is used for transport. It clearly outperforms by 2-2.5 db,

a purely TCP based streaming approach, which does not con-

sider the protocol behavior. More important, for higher packet

loss rate, the performance in terms of PSNR is increasing.

When the target bitrate was set to 64Kbps, PSNR presents the

same trend, but this time the effect of the algorithms is not so

significant due to the low bitrate injected to the network.
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Fig. 2. PSNR as a function of the frame number at the de-

coder. Target encoding rate is 512Kbps.

5. CONCLUSIONS

With this paper we wanted to demonstrate a novel mechanism

for improving performance of TCP video streaming based on

the use of an RD metric. We initially developed an analyti-

cal model of the expected video distortion at the decoder with

respect to the TCP latency, the channel state, and a simple er-

ror concealment method at the receiver. Based on this model

we proposed an algorithm for RD optimized mode selection
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Fig. 3. PSNR as a function of the end-to-end packet loss prob-

ability at the decoder.

(RDOMS) for video streaming with TCP. Experimental re-

sults for real-time video streaming showed PSNR improve-

ment of nearly two db over currently proposed TCP-based

streaming mechanisms.
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